ABSTRACT Incremental LOD can be transmitted on the network as a stream, then users on the clients can easily catch the skeleton of terrain without downloading all the data from the server. Detailed information in a local part can be added gradually when users zoom it in without redundant data transmission in this procedure.
Introduction
Massive terrain visualization is one of the hot spots of GIS, computer graphics, virtual reality and military simulation in recent years [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Lev From Eq. 1 we can conclude that the more the distance of camera to block is, the less the height error is, the less the screen pixel size is. Therefore when a terrain block falls under a certain distance to the camera and r exceeds a certain threshold e (for example, four pixels), this block is rendered with its full resolution, else when a terrain block is far enough from the viewer and r is less than the threshold s, switching to a higher level will result in greater height error and greater pixel . [[~[[[[[[[" 6xcosfl i[ Screen l~ it is located on a surface of ABC after the re-
